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Famous people with Parkinson’s Disease

Micheal J. Fox

Billy Graham

Pope John Paul II

Muhammad Ali

Salvador Dali

Janet Reno

Yasser Arafat



?
What is Parkinson’s Disease?

- A degenerative disease of the nervous system that 
gets worse over time. 

- English physician James Parkinson first described:
                   (1817) “Essay on the Shacking Palsy”

- Progressive: “increasing in severity over time”.
                    “ proceeding in steps”
                    “ slowly advancing”

- Chronic: “of long duration”

- No cure to date!
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?
What is Parkinson’s Disease?

- Dopamine: key chemical messenger, (sends messages 
from the brain to the body which control muscle 
movement

- Substanchia nigra: “Black Substance”
         central area of brain which produces dopamine. (80 % 
cell death rate before PD shows up)

- Idiopathic disease:  exact cause(s)unknown
          * Genetic? (although not thought inherited)
          * Environmental? (foods & water, toxins, chemicals) 



- brain cells (neurons) 
from central brain 
(substantia nigra)die off

- loss of dopamine 
(key chemical messenger 
depletion)

- muscle movement of 
the body altered

Parkinson’s Disease



Parkinson’s Disease -  Simplified

affects ability to stand, walk, and perform fine motor skills

posture impairment & loss of coordination
(loss of quick, fluid, spontaneous movement)

involuntary tremor/ rigidity / slowness 
of movement

difficulty transferring idea of movement, (in 
brain) to actual movement, in muscle

muscles of the body begin to tighten up
(muscles themselves not the problem)



“ TRAP”
T = TREMOR

R = RIGIDITY

A = AKINESIA:  “lack of movement”

P = POSTURAL INSTABILITY



Parkinson’s Affects Other Body Functions

Control of Body Temperature

Coordination & Balance

Bladder Control

Sexual Function

Digestive Function



?
Who Gets Parkinson’s Disease?

- Not able to predict who will get Parkinson’s

- Age may be a factor

- No true/scientifically valid stereotype



Parkinson’s Disease Progression

- PD typically progresses slowly
( years to decades)

- Individuals personal history with the disease is 
best guide to predict character of progression

- Average progression 5-15 years 

- Eventually disrupts activities of daily living



How the Diagnosis is Made

- Difficult to pinpoint when PD first begins

-Initial subtle signs & symptoms

-Patients or family members notice

- Qualified physician or motor movement specialist

- “History” of sign & symptoms key



Early Signs & Symptoms

- Change in facial expression (staring, lack of blinking)
-Failure to swing one arm when walking

-Flexion (stooped) posture
- “Frozen,” painful shoulder
-Limping or dragging one leg

-Numbness, tingling, achiness, or discomfort of neck or 
limbs

- Loss of sense of smell
-Softness of voice

-Subjective internal trembling
- Resting tremor



Advanced Symptoms of PD

- It’s a progressive disorder: it continues to get worse!
- Masking of facial expression pronounced

-Increased difficulty functioning independently (varies)
- No specific timeline (ave. 9-15 years)

- Caution with rapid progression (less than 5 years); 
“Parkinsonianism” vs actual Parkinson’s Disease

- Need advanced directive for health care + durable power of 
attorney for health care!



Advanced Symptoms of Parkinson’s

- Life expectancy only  a “little shorter” than others

- Increased risk of falling with time & age

- “People don’t usually die of Parkinson’s, although may 
succumb to secondary problems of PD, ( falling & 

pneumonia)

- Todays available medications & therapies help prevent 
many complications



Advanced Parkinson’s 

- Cognitive decline & behavioral 
-Communication

-Difficult urination
-Falls

- Less predictable response to Rx
-Sexual dysfunction

-Swallowing
- Weight loss



Young-Onset Parkinson’s 

- Defined:  first symptoms before age twenty and younger 
than fifty! (about 5 %)

- Rare occurrence younger than twenty to thirty

- Average age around sixty

- More likely to be associated with genetic susceptibility 
( Parkin Gene)

-Symptoms similar but tremor & muscle spasm more likely



Young-Onset Parkinson’s

- More difficult to diagnose (specialty referral)
- Coping critical

- Idea of adjusting to chronic disease (lost dreams)
- Career path decisions
- Family responsibilities

- Insurance decisions (life & disability) before & after 
initial Dx

- Income sources for ongoing health needs
- Menstruation & pregnancy



Other Factors

- Loss of hand dexterity (micrographia)
- Depression & anxiety (short vs long term)

- Age of onset ( work, career, and family obligations)
- Impaired concentration

- Early fatigue
- Sleep disturbances



Early Diagnosis Difficult

-No definitive laboratory test or radiologic study. Therefore 
definitive Dx often “delayed”

- Diagnosis based upon: clinical judgement, historical clues, 
and physical exam

- Appropriate role for “initial” medical tests 

- One of best tests is “response” to appropriate medication 
& time with therapy



Treatments of Parkinson’s Disease

- No present cure

- Medication(s)

-Diet & Exercise

-Physical therapy

- Counseling & Support (stress mgt)

-Surgical & Experimental



Parkinson’s Medications

- Work to either replace missing chemicals 
(neurotransmitters) in the brain or enhance or imitate 

existing functions & chemicals to send messages from the 
brain to the muscles of the body to complete movement

- At least fifteen different neurotransmitters
(DOPAMINE is most important). 

- Each has different, specific, and necessary function



Goal of Parkinson’s Mediations

- Earliest possible detection of disease and starting 
neuroprotective medication as soon as possible

-Treating symptoms effectively while minimizing side effects

- Specifically tailored to each patient - predominant 
symptoms, personal reactions to symptoms, lifestyle, and the 

timing of symptoms

Most medications are introduced at low dose & adjusted 
gradually



Goals of Parkinson’s Medications

- To preserve daily function & comfort

-Unrealistic to completely eliminate every trace of the 
disease

- Medications may be added to treat related conditions

-Potential drug interactions (side effects)



Alternative Therapies - Diet

- Diet: well balanced & nutritional. No specific recommend.

- No specific vitamins

- “Protein Redistribution Diet”



Alternative Therapies - Exercise

- Latest & ongoing studies strongly recommend!

- Various forms: resistance, stretch, combinations

- Goals: maintain strength, endurance, muscle tone & 
flexibility

- Mood elevator

- Tailored & combined routines best



Alternative Therapies - Rehabilitation

-Combined physical, speech & occupational

- Movement strategies: rolling over, getting out of bed, rise 
from chair, get into and out of car

- Mechanical devices

- Not proven to measurably slow disease progression??



Non-Traditional therapies
* Acupuncture

* Tai Chi
* Chelation therapy

* Chiropractic
* Massage

* Meditation / Yoga

- Very few, if any, reports in the lay press are based on 
controlled clinical trials

- Most are not covered by available / traditional insurances



Surgical Treatments

- They DO NOT  cure Parkinson’s

-Primarily located in reputable clinical research centers

- Currently available operations generally do not improve 
symptoms that are unresponsive to levodopa (exception 

tremor, rigidity, and slowness)

- Won’t improve “freezing”, falling, or speech

-Thinking and memory my worsen



Surgical Treatment Procedures

1. Thalamotomy & Pallidotomy (surgical lesions in the 
thalamus and globus pallidus

2. Deep Brain Stimulation (of the thalamus, globus 
pallidus, or subthalamic nucleus)

3. Nerve Cell Transplantation

4. Injection of nerve cell growth factors



Parkinson’s Research

- Nerve cell transplantation / stem cells

- “Neuroprotective” agents

- Preventative treatments

- Gene and blood markers

- ??? a cure???



Resources

1. Parkinson’s Disease,  A Complete Guide for Paitents and 
Families, second edition, William J. Weiner, M.D.,  John 

Hopkins Univer. Press

2. When I Get to Heaven the only on Shaking will be Elvis, 
Jim Jackson, Pleasant Word,  A Division of Winepress 

Publishing

3. Davis Phinney Foundation for Parkinson’s;   
www.davisphinneyfoundation.org

4. The Blessing of Adversity,  Finding your God-given 
purpose in life’s troubles., Black, Barry C.

http://www.davisphinneyfoundation.org

